Molecular cloning, tissue distribution and ontogenetic expression of Xiang pig chemerin and its involvement in regulating energy metabolism through Akt and ERK1/2 signaling pathways.
Chemerin, as a new member of adipokines family, is highly expressed in adipose tissue in rodent and its expression increases with obesity. Moreover, chemerin has been reported to have significant relationship with metabolic syndrome and insulin sensitivity. Here, the gene encoding chemerin from Xiang pig was cloned. The open reading frame of this cDNA encodes 163 deduced amino acid residues. The putative protein has a N-terminal signaling peptide and a nuclear localization signal profile which are highly conserved among the vertebrate orthologs. Both chemerin and chemerinR are highly expressed in lung, kidney and small intestine in adult Xiang pig. Besides these tissues, chemerin is abundant in liver and backfat, and chemerinR is abundant in spleen and skeletal muscle. We also investigated the age-dependent expression of chemerin in suckling Xiang piglets in various tissues, which showed an interaction between age and segments in abundance of chemerin and chemerinR from day 1 to day 21. For chemerinR, it was abundant in skeletal muscle of both adult and fetal Xiang pig. Further, we treated differentiated C2C12 cells with chemerin. The result showed that chemerin regulated energy metabolism partly through Akt and ERK1/2 signaling pathway. Taken together, our findings provide basic molecular information for the deeper investigation on the function of chemerin.